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Abstract—Self-occlusion is challenging for cloth manipulation, as it makes it difficult to estimate the full
state of the cloth. Ideally, a robot trying to unfold a
crumpled or folded cloth should be able to reason about
the cloth’s occluded regions. We leverage recent advances
in pose estimation for cloth to build a system that uses
explicit occlusion reasoning to unfold a crumpled cloth.
Specifically, we first learn a model to reconstruct the mesh
of the cloth. However, the model will likely have errors
due to the complexities of the cloth configurations and
due to ambiguities from occlusions. Our main insight is
that we can further refine the predicted reconstruction
by performing test-time finetuning with self-supervised
losses. The obtained reconstructed mesh allows us to use a
mesh-based dynamics model for planning while reasoning
about occlusions. We evaluate our system both on cloth
flattening as well as on cloth canonicalization, in which
the objective is to manipulate the cloth into a canonical
pose. Our experiments show that our method significantly
outperforms prior methods that do not explicitly account
for occlusions or perform test-time optimization. Videos
and visualizations can be found on our project website.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Manipulation of clothing has wide applications but
remains a challenge in robotics. Cloth has nearly infinite
degrees of freedom (DoF), making state estimation difficult and resulting in complex dynamics. Furthermore,
cloth is often subject to severe self-occlusions, especially
when it is crumpled.
Due to self-occlusions, prior methods typically rely on
visible features for manipulation, such as wrinkles [1]
or corners [2]. Data-driven methods have been proposed
that can learn a dynamics model in the pixel space [3] or
in a latent space [4]. Recently, Lin, Wang, et al. [5] proposed to learn a mesh dynamics model on the observed
partial point cloud of a crumpled cloth (VCD). However,
VCD only considers a graph over the visible points and
does not reason explicitly about the occluded regions
of the cloth. This simplification sometimes prevents the
planner from finding optimal cloth unfolding actions.
Some prior work [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12] attempt to
reconstruct the full cloth structure. To simplify the task,
these approaches typically first grasp and lift the cloth
in order to limit the diversity of possible cloth configurations. However, this approach prevents continual state
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Fig. 1: Our method, MEDOR (MEsh-based Dynamics with Occlusion
Reasoning), explicitly reasons about occlusions by reconstructing the
full mesh of a cloth; we then use a learned mesh-based dynamics model
to plan the robot actions.

estimation throughout a manipulation task, since the pose
can only be estimated while being held in the air by the
gripper at a single point. In contrast, we aim to estimate
the cloth pose from a more diverse set of poses, such as
while it is crumpled on a table in arbitrary configurations.
In this paper, we propose MEDOR (MEsh-based
Dynamics with Occlusion Reasoning) which is built
on top of previous methods for mesh-based dynamics
learning [5, 13, 14]. MEDOR explicitly reasons about
occlusions by reconstructing the full cloth mesh from
a single depth image. While previous work such as
GarmentNets [12] has demonstrated promising results
for mesh reconstruction, we show that, by itself, it
is not robust enough for a robot cloth manipulation
system. Due to the inherent ambiguity induced by selfocclusions from the crumpled cloth, the reconstructed
mesh will likely have many errors, which will create
difficulties for downstream planning. Our insight is that
we can improve the mesh reconstruction using test-time
optimization with self-supervised losses, which can be
easily computed without access to the ground-truth mesh
and can be directly optimized on real data.
We evaluate our method on two tasks: cloth smoothing
and cloth canonicalization, which requires aligning the
cloth with a canonical flattened pose. We show that our
method of mesh reconstruction, with test-time finetuning,
enables a robot to smooth or canonicalize the cloth from
crumpled configurations more accurately than previous
methods. Our contributions include:
1) a novel perception model that can better estimate
the full cloth structure from crumpled configura-

tions, including a self-supervised test-time optimization procedure.
2) a cloth manipulation system that plans over the
reconstructed cloth mesh and can perform both
cloth flattening and cloth canonicalization.
II. R ELATED WORKS
A. Perception for Cloth Manipulation
There has been a long history of work on cloth
perception for manipulation. We refer to Jimenez et
al. [15] for a comprehensive overview.
Earlier works usually estimate specific visual features
of the cloth for manipulation. These include detecting edges and corners for re-grasping [2] or grasping
and un-folding [16, 17, 18], or detecting wrinkles for
smoothing [1]. If the cloth is loosely extended, simplified
models such as the parameterized shape model [19] or
the polygonal model [20] can also be used for folding.
Other works also detect category-specific features such
as collars and hemlines [21]. These features have been
used with hand-designed controllers and strategies; in
this work, we aim to learn mesh reconstruction and a
cloth dynamics model that we can use to plan a cloth
manipulation action sequence.
There are also prior works on more generic pose
estimation for clothes. One line of works tries to estimate
the pose of on-body clothing from video by leveraging a
human body shape prior [22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28]. Another line of works assumes the initial configuration of
the cloth is known and uses tracking to estimate the full
configuration of the cloth under occlusion [29, 30, 31].
In contrast, we assume that the cloth may be initially
crumpled on a table in an unknown initial configuration.
Some other works [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 8, 12] simplify
the problem by lifting up the cloth using the robot
gripper for the purpose of easier pose estimation; lifting
up the cloth significantly reduces the set of possible
poses and simplifies the reconstruction task. After lifting
the cloth, Kita et al. [6] deform a set of predefined
representative shapes to fit the observed data. Other
works create a dataset of clothes grasped at different
locations and retrieve the observed pose at test-time
by classification [7, 8, 10, 11, 8] or using nearest
neighbor [9]. In contrast, our method can estimate the
cloth directly from a crumpled state on the table, which
enables our method to continually re-estimate the cloth
state throughout a manipulation sequence.
Recently, GarmentNets [12] performed categorical
cloth 3D reconstruction by mapping the cloth point
cloud into a normalized canonical space (NOCS) defined
for each cloth category [32]. However, like the above
methods, GarmentNets also requires grasping and raising
the cloth into the air and obtaining four different camera
views to reduce the amount of occlusion. In contrast,

our perception module only requires a single view of
the cloth crumpled on the table. Further, we find that
the reconstructions produced by GarmentNets are not
sufficient for accurate cloth manipulation. Also, unlike
GarmentNets that only considers the perception task,
we demonstrate a full cloth manipulation system and
show the effectiveness of our perception method for
manipulation.
B. Data-driven Methods for Cloth manipulation
Prior works in data-driven cloth manipulation can
be categorized as model-free or model-based. Modelbased methods train a policy that outputs actions for
cloth manipulation. The policies are trained by either
reinforcement learning [33, 34], imitation learning [35],
or by learning a value function [36]. Alternatively, the
policies can be learned as a one-step inverse dynamics
model [37, 38].
The second approach is to learn a dynamics model
and then plan over the model to find the robot actions.
Hoque et al. directly learn a video prediction dynamics
model [3] and Wilson et al. learn a latent dynamics
model with contrastive losses [4]. These models do not
explicitly reason about the cloth structure, making generalization difficult. Recent work (VCD) trains a mesh
dynamics model [5] over the visible points. However,
without reasoning about the occluded regions, the planner will often fail to find the optimal smoothing actions.
In contrast, our approach plans over a full reconstructed
mesh dynamics model.
C. Test-time Optimization
Test-time optimization has been widely used for viewsynthesis [39, 40], 3D particle reconstruction [41] and
3D scene flow [42]. For example, Chen et al. [41]
trained a network to predict an object point cloud that is
consistent with a set of object masks in different camera
views. However, these approaches have not been applied
to cloth reconstruction or robot manipulation tasks.
III. BACKGROUND
A. Problem Formulation
We consider the task of manipulating clothes in a
planar workspace with a single robot arm. A cloth at
time t is represented by a mesh M t = (V t , E t ) with
vertices V t = {vi }i=1...N and mesh edges E t . Each
vertex consists of a position xi and velocity ẋi that
will change with the cloth configuration. The groundtruth configuration of the cloth M t is unknown, and
the robot only observes the RGB-D image I t , which
includes severe self-occlusions for crumpled garments
(though our method only uses the color to segment the
cloth from the background). Given the camera intrinsics
and the segmentation mask, we can also back-project I t
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Fig. 2: System overview: First, we obtain an initial estimate of the full shape of an observed instance of a cloth from a depth image. In this
phase, we obtain an estimate of the cloth shape in both canonical space and observation space. Then, we conduct test-time finetuning to improve
the prediction to better match the observation. Last, we plan with the predicted mesh using a learned mesh-based dynamics model.

to a partial point cloud of the cloth. The observation is
captured by a top-down camera mounted on the robot
end-effector in our setting. As in prior works [34, 3, 5],
we use pick-and-place action primitives for performing
cloth manipulation.
B. GarmentNets
GarmentNets [12] is a previous work that performs
categorical cloth reconstruction from a partial point
cloud. It contains three steps: first, a normalized canonical space (NOCS [32]) is defined for each cloth instance
by simulating the cloth worn by a human in a T-pose.
A canonicalization network (using a PointNet++ architecture [43]) is trained to map an observed partial point
cloud to the canonical space (see Figure 2, top). Second,
a 3D CNN performs volumetric feature completion to
obtain a dense feature grid. An MLP is then used to
predict the winding number [44] for each point, which is
used for surface extraction. In the last step, GarmentNets
samples points on the extracted surface and trains a warp
field network to map each point in the canonical space
back to its location in the observation space.
GarmentNets requires a multi-view depth image to
reduce occlusions; it also requires the cloth to be grasped
in the air to limit the set of possible poses of the cloth.
In contrast, we consider the more general setup where
the cloth is on the table in an arbitrary configuration.
IV. A PPROACH
Our goal is to build a general cloth manipulation
system that can reason about the occluded cloth regions

of a cloth from a partial observation and plan robot
actions based on these estimates. To do so, we propose
a three-part approach: (1) First, given only a partial
observation of a crumpled cloth, we train a model to
generate a complete mesh of the cloth; (2) Due to the difficulty of occlusion reasoning, the neural network often
fails to accurately reconstruct the cloth mesh. Therefore,
we design a test-time finetuning scheme to adapt the
predicted mesh to match the observation. (3) Last, we
plan with the predicted mesh using a learned dynamics
model to find optimal actions for the manipulation task.
A. Estimating the pose of a cloth
Reconstruction of the full cloth structure is fundamentally challenging due to the high-dimensional state
space and the ambiguity induced by self-occlusion. As
discussed in Section III-B, GarmentNets [12] simplifies
the problem by using a robot to grasp and lift the
cloth and capture 4 observations from different views. In
contrast, we tackle the harder problem of estimating the
cloth state from a crumpled configuration on the table,
so that the cloth state can be re-estimated throughout a
manipulation sequence.
To tackle this challenge of cloth pose estimation from
crumpled configurations, we make several modifications
to GarmentNets that greatly improve its performance:
HRNet: First, since the cloth is not lifted up, we
represent the cloth as a depth image captured by a single
top-down camera instead of as a point cloud merged
from 4 observations. In this case, the Pointnet++ [43]

architecture is no longer able to provide reasonable
estimates of the cloth configuration, as we will show.
Instead, we use an architecture designed for depth images. In particular, we find that PointNet++ is not able
to distinguish whether a piece of cloth is folded above or
folded below the rest of the cloth. Differentiating these
two cases requires noticing the subtle depth changes
at the boundary where two layers meet. Therefore, we
replace Pointnet++ with a High Resolution Network
(HRNet) [45] which is a convolutional architecture that
specializes in producing a high-resolution and spatially
precise representation.
Relative predictions: We found that the reconstruction
model sometimes inaccurately estimates the configuration of the cloth in observation space, but it often predicts
the canonical shape reasonably well (see Figure 2 for
a visualization of these two spaces). Thus, we learn
to predict the delta between the position of a point
in canonical space and its corresponding location in
observation space. Specifically, given the predicted mesh
in canonical space, M̃ c = (Ṽ c , Ẽ c ), Ṽ c = {ṽi }i=1...n ,
where the coordinate of each vertex in canonical space
is x̃ci , we predict a 3-dimensional residual vector f˜i for
each point i. The predicted coordinates in the observation
space x̃oi are obtained by
x̃oi = x̃ci + f˜i

(1)

As shown in the ablation experiments in Table I, both
modifications described above are important for the
performance of the method.
B. Test-time finetuning
Estimating the complete structure of cloth is inherently
challenging due to the high degrees of freedom and the
ambiguity induced by occlusion. As a result, the network
described above still has significant prediction errors, as
shown in Fig. 3.
To tackle this issue, we design a test-time finetuning
scheme that further optimizes the predicted mesh using
self-supervised losses that can be computed without
knowledge of the ground-truth cloth state. We deform
the predicted mesh by optimizing the location of each
vertex to optimize an objective consisting of the sum of
two loss terms: unidirectional Chamfer loss and mapping
consistency loss.
Unidirectional Chamfer loss. The first selfsupervised loss term penalizes any deviations between
the predicted mesh and the observed cloth surface (depth
image) so that geometric details are preserved. Since
the observation only contains information about the
visible surface, optimizing the mesh with a standard
bi-directional Chamfer loss will result in undesirable
results, i.e., the predicted mesh will move entirely to the
visible surface and no part of the mesh will remain in

the occluded region. Therefore, we use a unidirectional
Chamfer loss as described below.
Suppose at timestep t, the point cloud observation of
the cloth is P t = {pi }i=1..L and the predicted mesh in
observation space is M̃ t = (Ṽ t , Ẽ t ). The coordinate of
each vertex is specified by a 3-dimensional vector. Then
the loss term is formulated as:
1 X
min d(pi , ṽj )
(2)
LC (Ṽ t ; P t ) = t
t
|P |
t ṽj ∈Ṽ
pi ∈P

where d(·, ·) can be any distance metric, and we use
Euclidean distance. In other words, for each point in the
observed point cloud, we find the distance to the nearest
point in the predicted mesh and minimize the sum of
such distances.
Mapping consistency loss. Since we don’t know
the exact correspondence between the predicted mesh
and the partial point cloud, only optimizing the unidirectional Chamfer loss above may lead to a local
minimum. To alleviate this issue, we observe that the
mapping from the observation space to canonical space
and then back to observation space (see Figure 2, top)
creates a cycle; thus we add a loss that, for each visible
point, this cycle should end at the location where it
started.
Let P t be the point cloud observation of the cloth;
let f be the learned mapping from each observation
point to a location in the canonical space; and let g be
a learned mapping from each location in the canonical
space to a position back in the observation space (shown
in Figure 2, top). Note that g operates on the predicted
completed cloth surface which includes both observed
and occluded points. The mapping consistency loss term
can be expressed as:
1 X
LM (P t ) = t
d(g(f (pi )), pi )
(3)
|P |
t
pi ∈P

In other words, this loss penalizes the distance between
the original location of each observed point pi and its
predicted location g(f (pi )).
Optimization. We use gradient descent with the Adam
optimizer [46] to optimize the losses above. The optimization is divided into two phases. In the first 50 steps,
we optimize the mesh using the Chamfer loss together
with mapping consistency loss; then we optimize the
mesh using the Chamfer loss alone for another 50
iterations.
We do not perform a joint optimization throughout the
optimization process because multiple pixels in the depth
image might be mapped to the same voxel in the canonical space. Enforcing mapping consistency throughout
the optimization process will create implausible meshes
whose vertices converge to a set of clusters. Instead,
we use the mapping consistency loss to provide a good

initialization (beyond the initial network prediction), and
then we use the uni-directional Chamfer loss to refine the
geometric details. As shown in the ablation in Table I, the
two-stage optimization is critical for the performance.
C. Planning with GNN-based dynamics model
Once we have reconstructed the cloth mesh, we use
the reconstructed mesh to plan the robot actions using
a dynamics model. One option would be to use a
physical simulator as a dynamics model. However, our
experiments show that using a learned dynamics model
can be more accurate and faster than a simulator when
planning with a reconstructed mesh; these results (shown
in Sec. V-C) are consistent with previous papers [5].
We suspect that a learned dynamics model can be more
robust to errors in the mesh reconstruction compared to
a physics-based simulator.
As a first step towards learning a dynamics model, we
downsample the mesh by vertex clustering [47] for faster
computation. We apply vertex clustering in the canonical
space (defined as the pose of the cloth when worn by a
human in a T-pose) because the cloth surfaces are well
separated and thus will avoid undesirable artifacts such
as merging different layers.
Given a down-sampled mesh from the simulator M̄ t =
(V̄ t , Ē t ), we train a dynamics Graph Neural Network
(GNN) [14, 13]. A GNN encodes the input feature on
the nodes and on the edges and then conducts multiple
message passing steps between the nodes and edges [48].
The decoder will decode the latent features of each
node into the predicted acceleration for that node. The
GNN dynamics model that we use is the same as the
dynamics model in VCD [5]: the input feature on each
node is the historic particle velocities and an indicator
of whether the node is picked by the gripper or not. The
edge features includes the distance vector of connected
vertices (xj − xk ), its norm ||xj − xk ||, and the current
displacement from the rest position ||xj − xk || − rjk .
We use Euler integration to obtain the states of the
cloth in the next time step. The action is encoded to
the dynamics model by directly modifying the position
and velocity of the grasped point on the cloth. We refer
the reader to previous work [5] for details on the graph
dynamics model. Once we have the dynamics model,
we use random shooting to plan over different pickand-place actions and pick the action with the highest
predicted reward. At each time step, we plan over a
horizon of one, i.e., one pick-and-place action. We train
a single dynamics model on Trousers and then apply it
to multiple categories in our experiments.
D. Implementation details
All models are trained in simulation and data are
generated by Nvidia Flex wrapped in Softgym [49].
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Fig. 3: An example showing the benefits of test-time finetuning: The
network is able to correctly estimate the main cloth structure, but
the initial predicted mesh may be overly smooth (center). Test-time
finetuning significantly improves the quality of predicted mesh (right).
For more examples, see our project website.

To obtain a diverse dataset with garments of different
sizes and shapes, we port the CLOTH3D dataset [50]
into Softgym. We choose five categories of garments
from CLOTH3D: Trousers, T-shirts, Dress, Skirt and
Jumpsuit. Each category contains 400-2000 different
meshes and covers a wide range of variations, such as
shirts with short and long sleeves, with and without an
opening in front. We divide the CLOTH3D dataset into
a train set and test set in a 9:1 ratio.
a) Mesh reconstruction model: Initial crumpled
cloth configurations are generated by a random drop
or random pick-and-place actions from flattened states,
with a ratio of 1:1. The mesh reconstruction model is
trained in a category-dependent manner, i.e. one mesh
reconstruction model per category, similar to GarmentNets [12]. For each category, the training set contains
20,000 observations.
b) Dynamics model: The GNN dynamics model
is trained only on Trousers and is evaluated across all
object categories. The dynamics model is trained on a
dataset with 5,000 pick-and-place actions, which equals
500,000 intermediate timesteps. The training of the mesh
reconstruction model and the dynamics model each take
around 3 days.
At test-time, the mesh reconstruction model and testtime finetuning take around 2.5 and 3 seconds per mesh
respectively. For planning, we randomly sample 500
pick-and-place actions and rollout each action with the
GNN dynamics model, which takes around 100 seconds.
For additional implementation details, please refer to the
supplementary materials.
V. E XPERIMENTS
To evaluate the effectiveness of our method, we conduct comprehensive experiments on the tasks of cloth
flattening and canonicalization (described below). To
demonstrate the generalizability and robustness of our
method, we evaluate in both the real world and in simulation on 5 different categories of garments. Through
the experiments, we would like to answer the following
questions:
1) Does explicit occlusion reasoning improve the
performance of cloth manipulation? How does
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Note that Gi and V have the same number of vertices
because both refer to the simulated cloth in different
configurations. In this work, we allow for our method
to canonicalize the cloth without penalizing for errors
with respect to a rigid transformations; this is because,
for the task of cloth folding, the rotation and translation
of the cloth is of lesser importance. To evaluate this, we
first align the goal with the current state by computing
an optimal rigid transformation using the Kabsch algorithm [52], and then we compute the cost by Equation 4.
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Fig. 4: Flattening (i.e. maximizing the covered area of the cloth) may
not always give us a good starting point for folding. Left: Undesirable
results of actions that optimize for the flattening task (maximizing the
coverage). Right: Examplar goal poses for canonicalization of each
category.

it compare to methods that operate only on the
visible points?
2) Does test-time finetuning improve the quality of
predicted mesh as well as the performance in cloth
manipulation tasks?
3) Can our method work on a physical robot?

B. Simulation Experiments
1) Baselines: We compare our method to 4 baselines,
including two state-of-the-art cloth manipulation methods:
•

•

A. Tasks
Flattening. Our goal is to flatten a crumpled cloth, that
is, spreading it on the table. Following prior works [5],
we compute the coverage of the cloth as the objective
for planning and evaluation.
Canonicalization. Usually, flattening is the first step
of a cloth manipulation pipeline [9, 10, 11, 8, 51],
which makes the subsequent tasks such as folding easier.
However, for certain types of clothing, such as skirts or
unbuttoned shirts, the flattening objective can produce
undesirable results, as shown in Figure 4a, in which
the robot maximizes the area covered by the cloth in
a manner that is not conducive for downstream folding.
Therefore, we also evaluate our method on a task
that we call “cloth canonicalization,” where the goal is
to manipulate the cloth and align it with the flattened
canonical pose, as shown in Figure 4b. To account for
the ambiguity due to rotation and reflection symmetries,
we define a set of symmetries for each type of cloth.
Using these symmetries, we define a canonical goal set
×3
of flattened poses G = {GN
}i=1...A for each cloth
i
instance, where A is the number of valid canonical poses.
For example, for Trousers, we can rotate the canonical
pose by 180 degrees to obtain another valid goal. The
cost is computed as the minimum of the average pairwise
distance to each of the possible canonical poses. Suppose
that the current configuration of the cloth in the simulator
is V ∈ RN ×3 , where N is the number of vertices. Then
the cost is computed as
Costcanon = min

Gi ∈G

N −1
1 X
(gj − vj )2
N j=0

(4)

•

•

•

VisuoSpatial Foresight (VSF) [3]. This baseline
learns a visual dynamics model in the RGB-D
observation space. It is trained on each category
separately.
Visible Connectivity Graph (VCD) [5]. Similar
to our method, VCD learns a particle-based dynamics model. However, unlike our method, VCD
only operates on the visible points on the cloth,
without explicitly reasoning about occlusions. An
edge GNN is used to infer the mesh structure on the
partial point cloud. To make a fair comparison with
our method, the edge GNN is trained in a categoryspecific manner, while the dynamics model is only
trained on Trousers (similar to our approach).
GarmentNets [12]. In this baseline, we use the
original implementation of GarmentNets for mesh
reconstruction, which processes a partial point
cloud with PointNet++ [43] and doesn’t use relative
prediction. For planning, we evaluate this baseline
with the same mesh-based dynamics model as our
method.
MEDOR-no-finetuning. This is a variant of our
method that removes the test-time finetuning step
(Section IV-B).
MEDOR. This is our full method, which is essentially a modified version of GarmentNets with testtime finetuning.

For VSF and VCD, we provide the ground-truth RGBD image and the ground-truth mesh (respectively) in
the canonical pose to use for the reward computation.
Note that our method does not have access to this
information. More details on the baselines can be found
in the Supplement.
2) Results: For each task, we show the normalized
improvement (NI) of each method, where 0 indicates no
change from the initial state and 1 is the best possible performance. For flattening, we use the normalized
improvement metric defined in previous work [5]; for
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Fig. 5: Normalized improvements on 2 tasks and 5 different categories of cloths. The height of the bar represents the median and the error bars
show the 25 and 75 percentile of the performance.

canonicalization, we compute the normalized improve−costcur
ment as NIcanon = costinit
where costinit ,
costinit
costcur are the costs of initial and current cloth configurations computed by Eq. 4. A trajectory is terminated
after ten picks or when NI>0.95.
For each category, we generate 40 initial configurations by random drops. As shown in Figure 5, compared to methods without explicit occlusion reasoning
(VCD [5] or VSF [3]), our methods MEDOR and
MEDOR-no-finetuning both achieve competitive performance in all categories and both tasks. This shows the
benefits of occlusion reasoning in cloth manipulation and
the benefits of recovering the full configurations explicitly. Comparing MEDOR against MEDOR-no-finetuning,
we can see the importance of test-time finetuning to
adapt the mesh to better fit the observation. Qualititative
examples are shown in Figure 3 as well as on the website, which show the differences in the mesh prediction
before and after test-time finetuning.
For VSF (orange) and VCD (yellow), we see that
the canonicalization task remains challenging even after
being provided with the ground-truth RGB-D image or
mesh for reward computation. This demonstrates the
importance of planning with the completed cloth shape
instead of planning only over the visible parts of the
cloth.
We can also see that without our modifications, the
original GarmentsNets [12] (green) has poor performance. The variant of our method MEDOR-no-finetuning
includes the modifications to GarmentNets described in
Section IV-A: HRNet and Relative Prediction. The huge

performance gap between GarmentNets and MEDORno-finetuning demonstrates that these modifications lead
to large performance benefits.
C. Ablations
To further examine each component and design choice
in the paper, we conduct the following ablations on both
the flattening and canonicalization tasks. Table I shows
the normalized improvements averaged over 3, 5, and 10
picks, averaged over the flattening and canonlicalization
tasks, and averaged over all 5 garment categories.
Why is occlusion reasoning beneficial to cloth manipulation? Explicit occlusion reasoning improves the
performance of our framework on cloth manipulation in
two aspects: (1) Using the reconstructed mesh helps with
the reward computation, and (2) Using the reconstructed
mesh helps with the dynamics model. We differentiate
these benefits in the following experiments:
(1) In the 8th row Ours w/ Partial Reward, we use only
the visible portion of the cloth for reward computation,
while the dynamics uses the full reconstruction (visible
+ occluded regions). Compared to our full method, the
performance drops by 29%, showing the benefits of
occlusion reasoning for the reward computation.
(2) Using the reconstructed mesh improves the accuracy of the dynamics model: In VCD, the GNN dynamics
model is trained and tested on the visible portion of
the mesh. We compute the open loop rollout error of
the VCD dynamics model on the visible mesh, and we
likewise compute the rollout error of our method using
the reconstructed mesh; we find that the rollout error

Method
GarmentNets [53]
No Mesh Reconstruction (VCD [5])
No Finetuning and no Relative Prediction
No Finetuning
Joint Optimization
No Consistency Loss
Replace GNN by GT Dynamics
Ours w/ Partial Reward
Ours (full method)
GT Mesh + Learned Dynamics
GT Mesh + GT Dynamics

Normalized
Improvement
0.320 ± 0.146
0.391 ± 0.174
0.560 ± 0.163
0.585 ± 0.171
0.614 ± 0.157
0.623 ± 0.148
0.631 ± 0.161
0.462 ± 0.210
0.651 ± 0.138
0.800 ± 0.096
0.870 ± 0.076

TABLE I: Ablation experiments.

of the VCD dynamics model (on the partial mesh) is
64.2% higher than the rollout error on the reconstructed
mesh. This demonstrates the importance of using the
reconstructed mesh for accurate cloth dynamics.
To further this analysis, we also perform an experiment in which we use the full reconstructed mesh for
the dynamics model but use only the partial mesh for
the reward computation (Ours w/ Partial Reward). If we
compare the performance of this version to the 2nd row
(No Mesh Reconstruction (VCD [5])) we see the benefits
of using the full reconstructed mesh for the dynamics
model instead of the partial mesh (0.462 vs 0.391).
How much does test-time finetuning help? Are
both losses necessary? When other components remain
unchanged, we see that finetuning with only the Chamfer
loss (No Consistency Loss) already improves the performance over no finetuning (No Finetuning) by 6.5%.
Adding the Mapping Consistency Loss further boosts
the performance from 0.623 (No Consistency Loss) to
0.651 (Ours (full method)); the combined improvement
is 11.3%. Also, we find that without the 2-stage optimization scheme (Joint Optimization), the mapping
consistency loss hurts the performance (comparing No
Consistency Loss vs Joint Optimization).
HRNet [45] vs PointNet++ [43]: Looking at Table I,
the only difference between the methods in the first and
third row is the use of HRNet instead of PointNet++.
The huge difference in performance shows the benefits
of the HRNet architecure for this task.
Does Relative Prediction help? Comparing the performance of No Finetuning and No Relative Prediction
with No Finetuning, we see that this simple modification
(described in Section IV-A) improves performance.
Do we need to learn the dynamics model instead
of using the ground-truth dynamics model from the
simulator? Once we reconstruct the full cloth mesh, one
option is to plan using the physics-based dynamics of
Nvidia Flex simulator, as similarly done in [41]. This
ablation is shown as Replace GNN by GT Dynamics in
Table I. We can see that this ablation yields a slight
performance drop compared to our full method. We

speculate that this is because the analytical dynamics
model is more sensitive to mesh prediction errors than
the learned dynamics model. As an additional point,
planning with a simulator is 1.4 times slower than using
a GNN dynamics model even after heavy parallelization
(247 seconds vs. 103 seconds for 500 rollouts).
Where are the remaining gaps in performance?
As we can see in the last two rows, using the groundtruth mesh (instead of a learned mesh reconstruction)
improves the performance by 23.1%. We can improve
performance another 7% by also using the ground-truth
dynamics model. The remaining errors come from the
sampling-based planner itself, which might fail to sample
good actions.
D. Physical Experiments
We also evaluate our method in the real world by
deploying it on a 7-DOF Franka Emika Panda robot.
We mount an Azure Kinect depth sensor on the endeffector of the robot. When taking the depth image, the
end-effector will move to be centered above the cloth.
To obtain a valid plan for pick and place actions, we use
MoveIt! [54].
We evaluate our method on Trousers (3 instances) and
Dress (2 instances) on the cloth flattening task. For each
article of clothing, we run 5 trajectories with at most
10 pick-and-place actions each. The trajectories will
be terminated if the normalized improvements exceed
95%. We obtain random configurations by performing a
random drop three times. We compare our method with
two baselines. Random is a heuristic policy that performs
random pick-and-place actions. The picked points are
biased towards contour of the cloth and the place points
are always outside the cloth region. VCD [5] is a prior
method that plans with a partial point cloud instead of
reconstructing the full mesh. As shown in Fig. 7, our

Observation

Reconstructed mesh Reconstructed mesh
(Bottom view)
(Top view)

Sampled action
(Good, bad)

Fig. 6: Example reconstruction results in the real-world, after test-time
fine-tuning. In the 1st row, the trousers are successfully reconstructed,
including the occluded legs and wrinkles on the surface. The planner
(right column) is able to distinguish good actions from bad ones given
the reconstructed mesh. In the 2nd row, our model failed to capture
the left-bottom corner which is folded under the visible layer. As such,
the planner failed to choose actions to reveal the occluded part.

Fig. 7: We evaluate our method of 5 pieces of clothing. Please refer to our website for videos.

VI. C ONCLUSIONS
We introduce a cloth manipulation system that explicitly reasons about the occluded regions of cloth. At
test-time, we optimize the predicted mesh with selfsupervised losses. Then we use a learned mesh-based
dynamics model to plan over the predicted mesh and
find optimal actions for cloth manipulation. We compare
against state-of-the-art cloth manipulation methods that
do not account for partial observability and show significant improvements from explicit occlusion reasoning and
test-time fine-tuning. We also demonstrate the efficacy of
our method in real world experiments.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 8: Grasping failures: In (a), the cloth is deformed when the gripper
moves down, resulting in missed grasping. In (b), the robot is supposed
to grasp the upper layer and unfold it, but it mistakenly grasps the
bottom layer as well.
Random

VCD [5]

MEDOR (Ours)

Trousers

0.044

0.562

0.647

Dress

0.036

0.361

0.468

TABLE II: Results of physical robot experiments.

model can efficiently smooth the clothes by only a few
pick-and-place actions. The performance of our method
compared to the baselines is shown in Table II.
We do observe a gap between the performance in
simulation and in the real-world. The first source of error
is the reconstruction error. Since the model is trained in
simulation, it suffers from a distribution shift resulting
from the difference in modeling the cloth physics and
material properties, e.g., stiffness, thickness. In Figure 6,
we show a successful and a failed reconstruction result.
Another source of error comes from the grasp execution,
which mostly occur when multiple layers of cloth are
stacked together. There are two main failure modes: (1)
The robot gripper deforms the cloth, causing a failed
grasp. (2) The robot grasps the wrong number of cloth
layers. Figure 8 illustrates the two cases.
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